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MAYER FABRICS BRINGS AUTHENTIC INNOVATION TO THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY
WITH THE QUANTUM COLLECTION
Chicago, IL — NeoCon is a time for the commercial design industry to introduce their most innovative and newest
products. Mayer Fabrics’ Quantum Collection launched at NeoCon 2019 evokes the essence that is the show’s
existence – innovation and forward thinking.
Mayer Fabrics is pleased to introduce the Quantum Collection, featuring new high-performance textiles Gravity,
Relativity, Molecule and Vector. Exclusively shown at showroom 1173.
Patterns “Gravity” and “Relativity” represent a new and innovative product category of commercial textiles in
which a woven textile is chemically bonded with the durable components of a coated fabric. The technology,
trademarked as “Tekloom,” is new to the market and uses TPE (Thermo Plastic Elastomer) to create a “fused” or
“hybrid” textile for commercial upholstery. The result is an aesthetically beautiful textural quality with the
extreme-performance attributes of a coated material.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabrics are ink and stain resistant
Impermeable to liquids
Bleach cleanable
Exceed 1 million double rubs
Comply with REACH and California 01350 VOC Standard
Healthier Hospitals Initiative and Kaiser Permanente compliant

“Gravity” and “Relativity” are the first Tekloom TPE fabrics to be introduced in the commercial textile and
furnishings market.
Also debuting at Mayer Fabrics are several new textile collections:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Majorelle Collection
Tourist Collection
Good Vibes Collection
Velvets Collection
Coated Fabrics Collection
Hemisphere Collection

A colorful matrix of 10 columns and 5 rows is a focal point in showroom 1173. The
gradient of textures and colors holds the attention of its audience. The 50 patterns that
construct the matrix are all budget-conscious design solutions for the specifier seeking
both style and value.
Mayer Fabrics partnered with furniture supplier Thayer Coggin, Inc. from High Point, NC
to provide most of the showroom furniture. To Learn more about Thayer Coggin visit, thayercoggin.com.

Mayer Fabrics Cocktail Party
Monday, June 10th
Showroom 1173
3:30 - 6:30 PM
Drinks and Appetizers will be served
* try a signature cocktail – Majorelle Mojito, inspired by the Majorelle Collection
Contest Opportunity
Enter to win a chair from TC Spaces & Mayer Fabrics
You Pick the Chair + Mayer Fabric*
Post a photo from showroom 1173 and #MayerFabricsTakeASeat
* winner will choose from pre-selected chairs by TC Spaces/Thayer Coggin, Inc
* fabric selected must be a woven textile
Giveaway Opportunity
Have your badge scanned at the door and automatically be entered to win Apple AirPods.
One winner per day. Winners will be announced via social media.

About Mayer Fabrics
Since 1897, Mayer Fabrics has consistently delivered innovative and effective contract textile solutions that bridge the
gaps between design, durability, affordability, and sustainability. Mayer Fabrics understands its customers deserve
quality products at excellent prices. Their ever-expanding product line incorporates fresh colors and great design while
offering worldwide distribution and utilizing the latest technology. As a 122-year-old, 5th generation family-owned
company based in Indianapolis, Indiana, Mayer Fabrics’ commitment to value for those who specify their textiles is
what truly sets them apart. For more information on Mayer Fabrics, to view the collections and read about design
inspiration, please visit mayerfabrics.com.
Showroom Locations Chicago | New York | Phoenix | Kansas City | Ottawa CA

THAYER COGGIN DEBUTS TC SPACES,
A NEW CONTRACT DIVISION, AT NEOCON 2019
(Chicago, IL) In recognition of the growing preference for inviting, inspiring and
comfortable spaces for collaborative work environments, Thayer Coggin proudly
presents TC Spaces, a new contract division of the esteemed maker of classic
modern furniture.
TC Spaces will unveil portions of its initial product line at NeoCon 2019 (June
10-12) in Space #1173 of the Chicago-Merchandise Mart.
TC Spaces features a collection of designs by Milo Baughman, Ransom Culler
and Guy Hill that will provide exciting new options for the classic modern and
midcentury modern commercial space.
Backed by Thayer Coggin’s highly-respected history of superior craftsmanship,
TC Spaces furniture is bench-made with the highest quality raw materials and
exacting engineering standards necessary for the demanding requirements of the
contract market.
TC Spaces furniture is produced in Thayer Coggin’s historic High Point, North
Carolina workshops, where some of the most iconic furniture designs of the
midcentury modern era were created and are still being handmade by a
collection of talented, local craftspeople.
Over a period of 50 years, Thayer Coggin and Milo Baughman collaborated on
designs, engineering and manufacturing techniques that served to define the
midcentury modern era of American residential furniture.
Milo Baughman (1923-2003), was one of the leading furniture designers of the
second half of the 20th century. Baughman’s uniquely American designs are
forward-thinking and distinctive, yet unpretentious. Baughman famously quipped,
“Furniture that is too obviously designed is very interesting, but too often belongs
only in museums.”

Baughman’s influential work was included in “High Styles: Twentieth Century
American Design” at the Whitney Museum of American Art. In 1987, he was
inducted in the Furniture Hall of Fame. Thayer Coggin (1922-2003) was inducted
in the Furniture Hall of Fame in 2004.
For additional information, contact:
Phil Miller, Vice President Sales and Marketing at TC Spaces
336-841-6000, phil@thayercoggin.com
TC Spaces Product Images:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ehhvwy5a7lol2k7/
AAAiGRP339vTKYYPAh5cpvqwa?dl=0
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